FOBUS, Israel’s leading holster maker since 1978 and the original manufacturer of injection molded polymer holsters and mag pouches. Developed for the Israeli military and special security services. Offering hundreds of holster and mag pouch models for all carry options.

All Fobus holsters are maintenance free and carry a Lifetime Warranty.

HARNESSES & RIGS

SHOULDER HARNESS

- Accepts all Fobus Roto-holsters and mag pouches
- Height and width adjustable
- Subtle for use in any environment and conditions
- Fully concealable and lightweight
- Breathable and washable

EXND THIGH RIG

- Helps keep extension of Fobus paddle holster in use
- Unique Israeli Defense Force (IDF) strap contributes to rugged design
- Effortlessly allows you to move holster from your hip to your thigh without any assembly/disassembly
- Right or left hip compatible
- Adjustable for height and leg diameter
- Mesh backing for optimal ventilation

TACTICAL THIGH RIG

- Unique design accepts any Roto-Holster
- Reversible for left or right leg
- Sturdy and durable two piece design for strenuous wear
- Heavy-duty ballistic nylon leg strap
- Roto-Holster required and not included

ROTO-HOLSTER™

- Rotates 360-degrees for easy adjustment
- Rot platform receives built-in paddle and logo
- Only platform to work with both paddle and belt
- Unique design offers built-in paddle and logo
- Roto-concept proven for years without rust
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FIND YOUR FIT

www.FobusHolster.com
**EVOLUTION LASER TUCK UNIVERSAL IWB**

- **Adjustment screw** for customized retention
- **Rubberized paddle backing** for extra stability and comfort
- **Injection molded polymer construction**
- **Adjustable belt clips** allow for three ride height and cant options
- **Internal spring** stabilizes pistol when holstered
- **Non-collapsing holster body** allows for single hand re-holstering

**Select models available in Compact**

Offered in paddle, belt and Roto styles

Universal design accommodates multiple single-stack, sub-compact pistols with lights/lasers

Shirt tuckable for full concealment

Adjustable barrel stop allows for customized pistol ride height

**APPENDIX**

- **Passive retention allowing rapid presentation**
- **Maintenance free**

**STERLING UNIVERSAL IWB**

- **Stabilizer**
- **Full customization**
- **Non-collapsing body** allows for single hand re-holstering
- **Micro Adjustable retention**
- **Internal spring**

**ANKLE**

- **Lightweight, mobile, concealable**
- **Suede lined pad for comfort**
- **Velcro strap for adjustable fit**

**DIGITAL PATH**

- **Unique trigger guard locking system**
- **Straightened trigger finger disengages retention pressure**
- **Retention pressure automatically reapplied upon reholster**

Offered in paddle and belt styles

**LIGHT/MAG COMBO**

- **Stabilizes pistol body**
- **Excellent fit for quick reloads**
- **Adjustable tension**
- **Rubberized paddle backing**

**CUFF/MAG COMBO**

- **Unique and proprietary design**
- **Dual spring**
- **Secure hold on a wide variety of single-stack, 9mm and .40 magazines**

**LIGHT/MAG COMBO**

- **Unique and proprietary design**
- **Dual spring system applies pressure on the back and sides of the magazine which securely holds magazine**
- **Offers excellent concealment, outstanding retention and rapid access of your magazine**

**STANDARD**

- **Holster includes both paddle and belt attachment**
- **Ambidextrous rotating belt clip for cant adjustment**
- **Unique removable Concealment Wing™ offers maximum comfort & concealability**

**GLT TACTICAL RBT TACTICAL**

- **Passive retention allowing rapid presentation**
- **Maintenance free**

**ANKLE**

- **Lightweight, mobile, concealable**
- **Suede lined pad for comfort**
- **Velcro strap for adjustable fit**

**DIGITAL PATH**

- **Unique trigger guard locking system**
- **Straightened trigger finger disengages retention pressure**
- **Retention pressure automatically reapplied upon reholster**

Offered in paddle and belt styles

**LIGHT/MAG COMBO**

- **Stabilizes pistol body**
- **Excellent fit for quick reloads**
- **Adjustable tension**
- **Rubberized paddle backing**

**CUFF/MAG COMBO**

- **Unique and proprietary design**
- **Dual spring system applies pressure on the back and sides of the magazine which securely holds magazine**
- **Offers excellent concealment, outstanding retention and rapid access of your magazine**

**STANDARD**

- **Holster includes both paddle and belt attachment**
- **Ambidextrous rotating belt clip for cant adjustment**
- **Unique removable Concealment Wing™ offers maximum comfort & concealability**

**DIGITAL PATH**

- **Unique trigger guard locking system**
- **Straightened trigger finger disengages retention pressure**
- **Retention pressure automatically reapplied upon reholster**

Offered in paddle and belt styles

**LIGHT/MAG COMBO**

- **Stabilizes pistol body**
- **Excellent fit for quick reloads**
- **Adjustable tension**
- **Rubberized paddle backing**

**CUFF/MAG COMBO**

- **Unique and proprietary design**
- **Dual spring system applies pressure on the back and sides of the magazine which securely holds magazine**
- **Offers excellent concealment, outstanding retention and rapid access of your magazine**

**STANDARD**

- **Holster includes both paddle and belt attachment**
- **Ambidextrous rotating belt clip for cant adjustment**
- **Unique removable Concealment Wing™ offers maximum comfort & concealability**

**DIGITAL PATH**

- **Unique trigger guard locking system**
- **Straightened trigger finger disengages retention pressure**
- **Retention pressure automatically reapplied upon reholster**

Offered in paddle and belt styles

**LIGHT/MAG COMBO**

- **Stabilizes pistol body**
- **Excellent fit for quick reloads**
- **Adjustable tension**
- **Rubberized paddle backing**

**CUFF/MAG COMBO**

- **Unique and proprietary design**
- **Dual spring system applies pressure on the back and sides of the magazine which securely holds magazine**
- **Offers excellent concealment, outstanding retention and rapid access of your magazine**

**STANDARD**

- **Holster includes both paddle and belt attachment**
- **Ambidextrous rotating belt clip for cant adjustment**
- **Unique removable Concealment Wing™ offers maximum comfort & concealability**

**DIGITAL PATH**

- **Unique trigger guard locking system**
- **Straightened trigger finger disengages retention pressure**
- **Retention pressure automatically reapplied upon reholster**

Offered in paddle and belt styles

**LIGHT/MAG COMBO**

- **Stabilizes pistol body**
- **Excellent fit for quick reloads**
- **Adjustable tension**
- **Rubberized paddle backing**

**CUFF/MAG COMBO**

- **Unique and proprietary design**
- **Dual spring system applies pressure on the back and sides of the magazine which securely holds magazine**
- **Offers excellent concealment, outstanding retention and rapid access of your magazine**

**STANDARD**

- **Holster includes both paddle and belt attachment**
- **Ambidextrous rotating belt clip for cant adjustment**
- **Unique removable Concealment Wing™ offers maximum comfort & concealability**

**DIGITAL PATH**

- **Unique trigger guard locking system**
- **Straightened trigger finger disengages retention pressure**
- **Retention pressure automatically reapplied upon reholster**

Offered in paddle and belt styles

**LIGHT/MAG COMBO**

- **Stabilizes pistol body**
- **Excellent fit for quick reloads**
- **Adjustable tension**
- **Rubberized paddle backing**

**CUFF/MAG COMBO**

- **Unique and proprietary design**
- **Dual spring system applies pressure on the back and sides of the magazine which securely holds magazine**
- **Offers excellent concealment, outstanding retention and rapid access of your magazine**